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1. Introduction. The theorem presented below generalizes theo-

rems of E. Schenkman [5] and G. Higman [4] concerning splitting

in finite solvable groups. This generalization is achieved by applying

results from the theory of formations recently developed by W.

Gaschiitz [2], [3]. All groups considered here are finite and solvable.

A formation, g, is a collection of groups closed under taking homo-

morphisms and subdirect products. It follows that every group, G,

contains a characteristic subgroup, Gg, minimal with respect to the

property that G/Gg£rS- A formation, $, is called saturated, if

G/<l>iG)E% implies G£,5 for all G (see [3]). Fis called an g-subgroup

of G if FEB and if FCiJCG implies FH% = H. A theorem of Gaschiitz
[2], states that if $ is saturated, g-subgroups of G always exist and

are conjugate in G.

Theorem. Let %bea saturated formation and suppose that for a finite

solvable group, G, Gg is abelian. Then:

(i) the ^-subgroups of G complement Gg.

(ii) all complements of Gg in G are conjugate and hence are ^-sub-

groups of G.

Let Lo(G) = G and let Lj(G) be the ith term of the lower nilpotent

series of G. If % denotes the formation of groups having nilpotent

length ^k — 1, the theorem yields a theorem of Higman [4] which

states that if At(G) is abelian, G splits over LkiG) and all complements

of LkiG) in G are conjugate. (This statement becomes a theorem of

Schenkman [5] when k = 2.) R. Carter [l] was able to identify the

complements in Higman's theorem as the relative system normalizers

of Li_i(G) in G. From (ii) we may also identify them as the g-

subgroups of G (or as the Carter subgroups of G when k = 2). Our

theorem yields a number of other interesting results on splitting when

$ ranges over various saturated formations, for example, groups hav-

ing nilpotent commutator subgroups, supersolvable groups, groups

G, for which G/G' is a ir-group, etc.

2. Preliminary results and proof of the theorem. Our proof em-

ploys a number of basic results of Gaschiitz. First if F is an ^-subgroup
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of G, FQHQG implies that F is an g-subgroup of H. Also if N is

normal in G, FN/N is an g-subgroup of G/N and every ^-subgroup

of G/N has the form FaN/N where F0 is an g-subgroup of G. Let ir

and it' denote a partition of the set of primes. CV(G) denotes the

maximal normal 7r'-subgroup of G and 0*>x(G) denotes the subgroup

of G for which 0*>T(G)/0TA[G) is the maximal normal ir-subgroup of

G/0T>(G). A formation, %, is said to be locally defined if for some se-

quence of (possibly empty) formations, \(p), p ranging over the

primes, GE% H and only if p\ \ G\ when \(p) is empty and G/Op>p(G)

EKP) otherwise. Gaschiitz proved [2] that all locally defined forma-

tions are saturated and recently has announced2 the important result

that, conversely, all saturated formations are locally defined by some

sequence of local formations {\(p)}.

Proof of the theorem, (i) If G$ = E, G is its own g-subgroup and

the theorem is trivial. Suppose then that G%9*E. Let F be an %-

subgroup of G. Since FG% = G, to prove (i) it suffices to show that

FC\G% = E. Suppose FC\G^9*E. Then since Gg is abelian, F(~\G% is

normal in G. Let JV be a minimal normal subgroup of G. Then

(G/N)% = G%N/N is abelian and FN/N is an g-subgroup of G/N. By

induction, FNr\G%NC.N. Thus FHGg lies in every minimal normal

subgroup of G. It follows that Fr\G$ = No, is the unique minimal

normal subgroup of G.

Suppose No = G%. Then G = FN0 = FE% whence G^ — E, a contra-

diction. Hence N0EG%.

Suppose FEHEG. Then HG$ = G and so G/Gz~H/(HC\G%)E%
whence H$EG%. Since H$ is now forced to be abelian and F is an

g-subgroup of H, FHiH$ = E by induction on H. On the other hand

the fact that Gg is abelian implies H<$ is normal in G and hence

H%C\F contains A^o, a contradiction. Thus F is maximal in G and

G%/No and N0 are successive chief factors of G. From the uniqueness

of No, Gg is an abelian £-group.

Let Q be a ^'-subgroup of G such that QGg is normal in G. Then,

since Gg is abelian, Gg = Co%(Q) X [Q, Gg] where each component is

normal in G. Suppose [Q, Gg]?^Gg. Then uniqueness of No implies

Cq%(Q) = Gg and Q is then normal in G. Because of the uniqueness of

Wo, Q = E. Thus if QG%AG either Q = E or Gg = [Q, Gg].
Choose Bs so that Bg/No = Oq.q(G/N0), and set Tq = Oq,q(F). We

shall show that TqQBq.

Suppose q9*p. Then GgCOv(G), and TaG$ is g-nilpotent and nor-

mal in G. Hence TqG%QOq>q(G)C.Bq.
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Suppose q = p. Set <2o = Op<(F). Since QoGg is normalized by both

F and Gg, it is normal in G. By a previous remark, if Q09^E, Gg

= [<3oi Gg]. But the latter is impossible since QoQOP>iF) and N0

COp(F) imply [Q, N0]=E. Thus Q0 = E. As a result, Tp = 0PiF) and
FpGg, being normalized by F and Gg, lies in 0PiG)CBp. Hence

TPQBP.

Since % is saturated, we may assume % is locally defined by {\ip)}.

Thus FEB implies F/TqE\i<D lor each prime q dividing | F|. Since

TqQBg, it follows that G/Bqc^F/iFr\Ba) is a homomorphic image of

F/Tt. Thus G/BqEK°) Ior each prime, q, dividing [G: N0]. Since $

is locally defined by {f(g)}, G/A0£3 whence GgCAo, a contradic-

tion, and (i) is proved.

(ii) In proving the second part of the theorem it suffices to show

that every complement, A, of Gg in G, is an g-subgroup of G. Again,

there is nothing to prove if Gg = A. We suppose that Ggj^A. Let K

be an arbitrary complement of Gg in G and choose N minimal normal

in G contained in Gg. Then AAPiGg = (APiGg)A = N so KN/N is a

complement of Gg/A=(G/A)g in G/N. By induction KN/N is an

^-subgroup of G/N and so KN= FN where F is an g-subgroup of G.

Suppose ACGg. Then KN = FNEG. Now from (i), FnACFPiGg
= £ and so FEFN. Consequently, (FiV)g, being a nontrivial char-

acteristic subgroup of N must coincide with N. Since A complements

(AA)g = A in A2V, induction on KN yields that A is an g-subgroup

of KN. Since F is an g-subgroup of KN as well as G, A and F are

conjugate in KN. Thus A is an g-subgroup of G.

Suppose A = Gg. Then A £5 and A is maximal in G. Under these

circumstances A satisfies the defining properties of an g-subgroup

of G.
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